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DEATH TRAP
By Ira Levin
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Paul Gymziak

Asst. Directed By
Connor Forbes

Please Be Advised: This show is not suitable for
children, and contains crass language, violence,
and mature situations.

Become a Season advertiser in our programs!
Become a Dramatically Incorrect Member!
Contact us at info@DITGDC.org

The videotaping or other video or audio recording of
this production is strictly prohibited.
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AUDITION WITH US!
December 13th & 14th:
Auditions for the Musical Firebringer

Cast & Crew
Cast Members

Sidney Bruhl ........................................................ Steve Pinner
Myra Bruhl ....................................................... Michelle Kelly
Clifford Anderson ............................................ Connor Forbes
Helga ten Dorp .................................................

Kaiti Maddox

Porter Milgrim ................................................. Michael Godin
Myra's Service Dog .................................... Amra Teddy Godin
Crew Members

Director

........................................................... Paul Gymziak

Asst. Director .................................................

Connor Forbes

Publicist & Graphic Design .................................. Sara Landry
Set Designer .............................. Paul Gymziak and Mic Godin
Technical Editor

.............................................. Tyler Wallace

Scenes
Act One

Scene 1: An Afternoon In October
Scene 2: That Evening
Scene 3: Two Hours Later

Act Two

Scene 1: Two Weeks Later, Morning
Scene 2: A Week Later, Night
Scene 3: A Week Later, Afternoon

Cast Biographies
Steve Pinner
as Sidney Bruhl
Steve Pinner (Sidney) is making his second appearance
with DITGDC. He appeared as Rex in Stephen Murray’s
“Pets in Quarantine” earlier this year. Other credits
include Peter in Stephen Murray’s “Making Scents”,
Frederick Fleet in “Titanic”, and Larry in “Company”.
Steve is grateful to be able to continue participating in
community theatre during this time.

Michelle Kelly
as Myra Bruhl
Michelle Kelly (Myra) This is her 6th show with the
company aside from Cabarets, virtual shows and virtual
Cabarets. She has most recently been seen in "The Green
Room: A College Musical" (Divonne), "Noises Off" (Poppy),
Clue: On Stage" (Cook), "Twisted" (Bird/ Ensemble), and
"Pets in Quarantine" (Annabelle).
As a Thriller enthusiast she's most looking forward to performing in
something other then a Musical and straight comedy.
To the cast and crew she wants to thank them for all the hard work they have
put into it including the stage crew for putting together an amazing stage
set up.She also wishes everyone good luck and break legs.

Connor Forbes
as Clifford Anderson
Connor Forbes (Clifford) is excited to be a part of
Deathtrap. He has been previously seen on screen with
DITGDC in Twisted, Noises Off, and The Green Room.
Other credits include Mamma Mia, Beauty and the Beast,
High Fidelity, Flashdance, and The Complete Works of
William Shakespeare (abridged). Connor would like to
thank everyone at DITGDC for allowing him to continue
his passion, and his girlfriend Julia, for being his biggest fan.

Cast Biographies
Kaiti Maddox
as Helga ten Dorp
Kaiti Maddox (Helga) is excited to make her semi-inperson debut with DITGDC after appearing in Zoom
productions of “Pets in Quarantine” (Nefertiti), and “The
Magic of Zoom” (Malco). Kaiti has been busy with virtual
productions since quarantine started, appearing in “A
Midsummer Night’s Dream” (Snug), “Verily A New Hope”
(Red Leader), and “Bangin’ The Bell” (Candymine
Ballinger). Former in person credits include The Bird Woman in “Mary
Poppins” and Mrs. Potts in “Beauty and the Beast”.
Kaiti would like to thank her partner, Lex Blair, for driving her to rehearsal,
getting her Wendy’s, and always believing in her. She hopes you enjoy the
show, ja?

Michael Godin
as Porter Milgrim
Mic Godin (Porter) is proud to be back on stage with
Dramatically Incorrect for his 7th production, not
including cabarets, virtual cabarets or short virtual shows.
Some of his favorite shows to date have been Laughter
On The 23rd Floor with Barre Players in Barre, Ma, Oliver!
and Little Women at New Players Theatre Guild in
Fitchburg, MA and Clue! with DITGDC. Mic wants to say
“break legs” to the cast AND crew of “Deathtrap!” Here’s to many more
incredible years of productions together!!! I love all of you!

Director Letter
I am extremely proud of this production, especially with the set and creativity
that was put into this show. Dramatically Incorrect is moving from stage to
screen and each person who is taking on a new role both on and off the
stage. The quality of the cast and crew is outstanding, and I thank each of
you.
This sinister thriller has more self production than what is seen on the screen;
Death Trap does a great job infecting innocent dialogue to one with a hidden
meaning. While our rehearsals did not have nearly the amount of drama or
horror the show carries, the cast and crew were always stepping up with
determination to make this a powerful and shocking show.
When the covid-19 pandemic hit, it was just before Dramatically Incorrect was
to perform Twisted: An Untold Story of a Royal Vizier. Everyone was perplexed
on how to perform in the future. Dramatically Incorrect is nothing if not
persistent and driven to bring arts to the community. Dramatically Incorrect
did virtual cabarets, original one-acts, and even rehearsals for future shows.
Over time and with testing, a few DITGDC members were able to begin to see
each other at the studio with masks, enhanced sanitization, and proper
distancing.
The health risks associated with Covid-19 are no joke, and we do not take it
lightly. Because of that, the cast has gone through self-quarantining, being
tested, symptom monitoring, wearing masks until performance, using
copious amounts of sanitizer, and most importantly being forthright with
plans to travel out of quarantine. The cast has become extended family since
they are the only people that are seen regularly outside of their household.
Enjoy our show and thank you all for supporting the arts and Dramatically
Incorrect. Without you we would not be where we are today.
Please sit back and enjoy tonight's performance of Death Trap.
Paul Gymziak

President & Founder, DITGDC
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